Government Vocabulary Crossword

Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.

Across
2. recognition of differences; most often refers to treating people differently based on their race, religion, or sex
5. way of ensuring that laws or rules are obeyed
6. grammar term for part of a sentence that includes a subject and a verb
7. a person under someone else’s direction
10. forbidden
12. a person or group’s general outlook or preferences
15. to charge and collect taxes or a fine (or to raise an army)
16. implied or suggested but not stated directly
19. a magazine for academic research
20. a smaller group, less than half
21. in spite of that (whatever was just said)
22. bringing together into a coherent whole

Down
1. the fundamental law or rules of a nation or organization
2. an organized event in which opposing sides present their positions
3. before
4. an unpublished version of an essay or book
6. center, essential part
8. clearly stated
9. review and correction
11. before the main part of something
13. a correction to a document
14. supplementary information at the end of a book
17. a book’s alphabetical list of words and the pages they are on
18. clear and clearly connected, intelligible
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